AFRICAJACK
Foundation

a 501(c)(3) charitable organization

Mission
To better the lives of children affected by the HIV/
AIDS pandemic in Africa through magical events
and connections.

Vision

Projects
The AfricaJack Foundation maintains several projects throughout the sub-Saharan African Region.
One successful project was the completion of the
Learning Center (pictured above). This center will
hold computer and other vocational training at an
orphanage in Zimbabwe.

Partnerships
Through the AfricaJack Foundation Partnership
Program, we bring the resources together to meet
the needs of the children and families. Current partnerships have given back to the farmers, community
members, urban and rural HIV Clinics, and programs that help the staff workers at each location.

Magical Events & Connections
Subscribe to the e-newsletter to hear about the
magical events throughout the year which help
make each of these connections happen.

We hope through magical events and connections
we can fund learning centers to teach necessary
skills to help support families & commerce.
We believe with proper nutrition, medical treatments and compassion of friends from all over the
world, these children can survive and live prosperous lives. One of those kids will graduate from college and start a business. One may become the next
leader and economic world power. One may even
become a scientist, who develops the model to beat
this disease.
We know that through partnerships of like-minded
NGOs and corporation working in Africa, we
WILL make a difference!
One child at a time.
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Bettering the lives of children affected by the AIDS
pandemic in Africa

...through connecting magic!

...helping one child at a time.
Every Penny goes to the children
At the AfricaJack Foundation, administrative
and overhead costs are covered by grants. Your
donations and contributions, unless otherwise
stated, goes directly into the Programs Fund.
Children will get their medication needed to be
healthy. Farmers receive more supplies and
seeds. More importantly they receive higher
profits for their hard work.
Infrastructure Programs are able to continue.
Buildings are needed at schools and orphanages.
Clinics need to expand to meet the demand of
the high infection rate and increased treatments.

How can I help from halfway
around the world?

Faces, Smiles and Laughter
“It was amazing to me while I was at the orphanage. The children ran up to me, grabbed my hands
and wanted to walk with me. Each one of them
grabbing one finger.
The time I spent with the children truly was magical and I don’t know if I will ever be able to explain
it in words.
When I see the pictures, I can hear the laughs and
it makes my eyes water.”
J. Miller, Executive Director

There are a variety of ways to help. We are always accepting donations. However, volunteering your time and expertise are also very welcomed.

Monthly & Annual
Monthly

Annual

Food

10

120

Clothing

5

60

Medicine

15

180

Total

$30

$360

“Every time you hug an orphan,
think of me (and your Mom) hugging you.”
Love DAD

Supporters have hosted cocktail parties to raise
awareness and funds for AfricaJack.
Youth groups have held car washes, garage sales,
craft and art shows, bake sales, or clothing
drives. It’s amazing to see the enthusiasm of our
youth helping out.
Please visit our website at www.africajack.com
to see other events and ideas.

“I am more grateful to the People who assist and help
because they believe in what you say, that there are people in Africa who need them. Do you realize that the
world needs more generous people like you who have the
energy.”
Faith C., Zimbabwe
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